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DISASTERS UNLIMITED
by John W. Sorrrner

Is goverrurent protecting us at our own peril? Fires, floods, droughts,
earthquakes, hurricanes, tidal waves, tornados and volcanic eruptions lead a
list of natural disasters which receive governrrent attention. Recently, this

wastes, nuclear reactors and other remotely plausible threats.

The list

will doubtless grow as individuals increasingly become convinced that the
shield of the State can, and rightfully should, be deployed to protect their
life and property at all times, in all places of their choosing, and under
any circumstance.

This belief in the function of the State as the proper intervenor in
all events of calamitous consequence is prorroted by a triangle of special
interests:

l) Citizens who are at risk or have just experienced a disaster

try to reclaim some of their taxes in the form of payment for actual losses,

or in the form of localized public investment such as dams or sea walls, to
for.estrill future loRseB ,

2) PolitkioJ"lB "recQI]ni_ze t'le wisdom of

th~

people" and even exert leadership by "helping" constituents to recognize
previous unforeseen threats.

Congressional representatives thrive when they

deliver public works thought to be hazard mitigating (and known to be vote
generating) .

3) Bureaucrats seek to expand the scope of their preparedness

and the size of their budgets.

incentives.

Each party responds to the logic of

This beneficial triangle is a benign system when viewed from

the vantage of intent, but it has a tumorous quality in terms of
consequences.
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From the first award in 1803 to 1953, one hundred and fifty Federal
disasters

v.~ere

declared -

or one per year on average.

granted the President authority to declare disasters.

In 1953 Congress
Since then the

Presidency has expanded its powers to intervene in both past and potential
disasters to the degree that "acts of God" are recognized only after a
declaration of disaster by the Chief Executive!
Of course, the number of disaster declarations, and the amount of the

awards, have risen dramatically since 1953.

Presidential perspicacity has

"permitted" rrore disasters to be officially recognized and, in current
dollars, the average awards have jumped from a little rrore than one-and-onehalf million per disaster during the decade 1953-1962 to about six-and-onehalf mil l ion per disaster from 1973-1982.
Disaster relief is extended to individual states upon application by
the state.

The largest awards have been for hurricane-related damage:

Maine in 1954, Pennsylvania in 1972, and Alabama in 1979.

Of the many

disasters declared, the rrost expensive have resulted from hurricanes which
have wrought havoc on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

When the Federal awards

to each state are sunmed after a traumatic event the outlay is staggering.
Hurricane Agnes, for example, evoked nearly half a billion dollars in
Federal relief in five states in 1972, the greatest part of which, as is the
case with rrost hurricanes, was damage caused by flooding.

In fiscal 1985,

the federal government spent about one third of a billion dollars for direct
disaster relief and insurance -- and there are many additional indirect
outlays, not to mention those of state and local government.

Federal flood

insurance, for instance, is subsidized to the extent that it costs those who
qualify, by virtue of avning property in an official hazard zone and
enlisting in the program, only about one-third of what private insurance
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premiums would be.
What we witness then is a cycle of destruction by trauma.tic natural
events followed by a period of reconstruction underwritten by the public
treasury.

At the time of tragedy it appears inhuma.ne to us as individuals

to cavil over assistance

to

those stricken, and most Americans would choose

to provi de assistance to the injured and homeless.

But we should expect the

prudent use of that assistance, not rebuilding on the same hazard-prone
sites under the protection of continued artificially low-risk premiums.
That is exactly what happens with the use of public funds.
zones are thereby created.

Disaster subsidy

The obvious result is that real estate investors

build where otherwise they would not because the risk inherent in their
locational choice is spread to all the taxpayers.

This is as true of

lowland riverine areas as it is of barrier islands and adjacent coastal
areas.

Is it a proper function of government to subsidize these individual

choices?
It is in this sense of induced or subsidized settlement in these
disaster-prone zones that the federal government uses our tax monies to
place individuals at risk.

This seems to be unethical, as well as

inefficient in an economic sense.

By

using the general treasury to

guarantee reduced financial loss due to natural disasters,
known hazardous locations more inviting.

~iovernrrent

rrakes

Furthermore, it points to the

inequity inherent in subsidizing the risks of some individuals while not
recognizing those of others.

Disaster subsidies are often a redistribution

of income from the less weal thy to those who can afford coastal resort
condominiums and homes with hillside vistas.
The vulnerability of these disaster subsidy zones is well documented.
In 1900 Galveston was struck by a hurricane that killed 5,000 people.

In
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1983, Hurricane Alicia caused nearly $700 million damage to Galveston and
nearby areas.

Today, with extensive Federal relief, the devastated areas

have been rebuilt and condominium developers are advertising views of the
Gulf unblocked by sea walls!

This history is repeated along our coasts.

Once providing disaster subsidies is accepted as a proper function of
government, it is intellectually unassailable to expand the list of
disasters to include such non-physical misfortunes as "damages" to border
firms affected by devaluation of the Mexican peso, or to states impacted by
CUban refugee settlement.

It is also attractive to the citizens,

politicians, and disaster-bureaucrats who form the beneficial triangles
identified earlier.

Under a governmental system of public support,

"disasters" are unlimited.
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